Surveillance Secure Awarded Project to Upgrade Video Security
for Baltimore Sun
Twelve facilities of the Baltimore-based newspaper are receiving high-quality video
surveillance solutions from the industry leader in security solutions, Surveillance
Secure. The Baltimore Sun reaches more than one million readers around Maryland
and needs enhanced security for its twelve facilities to distribute the popular paper.
December 9, 2016 (FPRC) -Surveillance Secure has been awarded a project upgrade and install a new multiple-facility video
surveillance system for Maryland’s largest newspaper— The Baltimore Sun!
Twelve facilities of the Baltimore-based newspaper are receiving high-quality video surveillance
solutions from the industry leader in security solutions, Surveillance Secure. The Baltimore Sun
reaches more than one million readers around Maryland and needs enhanced security for its twelve
facilities to distribute the popular paper.
Here’s what Surveillance Secure is doing to improve security for the Baltimore Sun’s facilities.
Higher Quality Video
By incorporating the latest technology for video security solutions, Surveillance Secure is able to
provide The Baltimore Sun with a better quality of video. When a grainy or unfocused picture is
present, security videos often pose more questions than answers.
By upgrading the video to provide the latest and highest quality surveillance video available,
Surveillance Secure is able to help confirm the following:
People on site when they should be; people not on site when they shouldn’t be
Ensure the paper is present at the facility when and where it’s supposed to be
Prevent theft from unauthorized visitors
Maximize efficiency at the facility by stopping storage of personal storage
Confirming that employees and paper deliverers are there when scheduled to be there
Surveillance Secure is also able to maximize the access control, networking, and storage of The
Baltimore Sun’s surveillance operations.
Networking Cameras
By effectively networking the cameras of all twelve facilities, Surveillance Secure is able to provide
The Baltimore Sun with the ability to monitor multiple aspects of the business, especially in areas
that receive high traffic. By networking the surveillance cameras, this popular newspaper is now able
to improve efficacy, target problem areas, and prevent unwanted activity.
By centralizing storage, all video feed can be accessed in one place rather than maintaining a
separate storage space for each of the twelve facilities. Since each facility is operated by The
Baltimore Sun, centralized video storage offers a simple solution for video storage and review,
therefore creating ease of access.
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Better Access Control—Including Mobile
Being able to access video while on-the-go has become an essential in the world of video
surveillance. No longer does the viewer need to be on-site to check the video feed. With mobile
solutions, Surveillance Secure creates better access for The Baltimore Sun to keep track of all
twelve facilities at the touch of a button.
Through a mobile phone or tablet, video reviewers can access the surveillance feed from anywhere
with an Internet connection. Effective monitoring is a comprehensive solution that includes a better
quality video, networking of all surveillance cameras, and on-the-go access that eliminates the need
to be on-site to identify problems and check compliance.
About Surveillance Secure
Surveillance Secure has been an industry leader in security solutions for Maryland, DC, and Virginia
since 2006. Providing both commercial and residential services in addition to analytics, Surveillance
Secure provides the latest technology with the best security professionals to create comprehensive,
cutting-edge solutions for all your security needs, regardless of your industry!

For more information, please visit http://www.surveillancesecure.com
Contact Info:
Name: Kim Hartman
Address: 4501 Daly Manor Place Olney, MD 20832
Phone: (877) 388-1248

Contact Information
For more information contact Kim Hartman of Surveillance Secure
(http://www.surveillancesecure.com)
(877) 388-1248
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